Video resolution changes in an HTTP adaptive streaming session may negatively affect the viewer's quality of experience. Our goal is, through encoding, to make such resolution changes less noticeable for the viewers. This can be achieved by taking video complexity features into account during the encoding process. In this paper, we compare Constant Bitrate (CBR) versus Constrained Constant Rate Factor (CRF) coding approaches and their effects on the noticeability of video resolution changes. To this end, we conducted a dedicated subjective study with 20 subjects in a quasi-lab environment. Our results suggest that choices for fixed-bitrate encoding have to be improved by deeper analysis of video complexity and resolution change patterns.
INTRODUCTION
There is an inevitable trade-off between video compression efficiency and resulting quality when it comes to delivering videos in HTTP adaptive streaming (HAS), where bandwidth fluctuations make it necessary to supply video at different nominal bitrates. Inadequately compressed video may end up affecting viewer quality of experience (QoE) significantly, and so do video resolution changes during a streaming session. Continued playback problems may even lead to customer churn, which results in revenue loss for the content/service providers.
Numerous methods exist for controlling bitrate in video to reduce the video size by targeting different factors. Constant Bitrate (CBR) encoding uses constant bitrate throughout the entire stream, but it may waste bandwidth for videos that are easy to encode, while yielding worse quality for spatiotemporally complex scenes. Constant QP (CQP) encoding uses the same quantization parameter to compress each macroblock, resulting in large bitrate variations over time. Constant Rate Factor (CRF) encoding -as implemented in popular encoders like libx264 -uses a psychovisual approach to encode videos by ensuring a constant quality throughout the video. Constrained encoding using the Video Buffer Verifier (VBV) as a method to reduce rate fluctuations. It requires a maximum bitrate value and buffer size to be set, and allows the rate to adapt to the video complexity.
In this work, we compare CBR and CRF+VBV encoding by investigating how they affect viewer QoE when video resolution changes happen in HAS sessions. The main contribution of this paper shows that per-title-encoding [1] requires careful consideration in choosing target quality values, and that fixed-quality encoding may significantly waste bandwidth.
After briefly explaining the motivation and literature in Section 2, our subjective test is presented in Section 3. Our results are shown in Section 4, and we discuss the outcomes in Section 5.
MOTIVATION AND RELATED WORK
The impact of video resolution changes on viewer QoE is still under-investigated, mainly because of the high complexity of human perception and judgment. The detrimental effects of resolution changes are dependent on memory effects; people are less positive about bitrates that are increasing over time than they are negative to bitrates decreasing, as mentioned in [2] . Viewer QoE was shown to be affected negatively in case of abrupt resolution changes [3, 4] , or when the frequency of resolution switches is found to be annoying [4] [5] [6] [7] .
Several works in the literature are about finding optimum encoding approaches for a given resolution: [5] defined the Optimum Adaptation Trajectories (OAT), concluding that any given video can be represented by a set of encoding values without affecting QoE negatively, and that video complexity characteristics make a difference in OATs. This was also confirmed by our previous findings in [8] . In [9] , authors showed that the Constrained CRF coding algorithm assured a smooth visual quality. [1, 10] introduced the pertitle-encoding scheme. This scheme argues for custom socalled "bitrate ladders" per title (or at least per content type) considering the video complexity. A ladder here corresponds to a chosen set of target rates for each encoding resolution. In [11] , authors compared per-title encoding and fixed-ladder encoding. Their results highlight the transitions of the optimal bitrates at lower bitrate values. However, the used sources in this work had a too limited variation to consider video complexity in depth. Lately Chao et al. has investigated optimum encoding bitrates in [12] based on the adaptation behavior of HTTP adaptive streaming players. Their study indicated some bandwidth savings without negatively affecting user QoE, however, the experiment was set up based on an insufficient number of factors.
Widely used video quality metrics -for instance VQM [13] , PSNR or SSIM [14] -do not accommodate resolution changes during a streaming session, meaning that they cannot calculate the impact of a resolution switch on viewer QoE. That is why, we performed a subjective quality test as the first step towards a quality model.
EXPERIMENTAL SETUP AND DATA EVALUATION
We conducted a subjective quality test in a designated lab area using a 56-inch HD (1920 × 1080) screen and sound setup with empirically adjusted lightning (quasi-lab environment) with 20 subjects (12 females, average age of 21). Subjects were seated at a distance of three times the height of the display (3H) according to the ITU-T Rec. P.910. Subjects went through a training session before the assessment on how to conduct the test and what was expected from them. Our original source videos (SRCs) were obtained from various streaming portals in pristine UHD (3840 × 2160) quality and cut losslessly to meaningful passages of 45 s length. The video duration was chosen as a compromise to enable subjects to immerse into the video content, but also allow us to test more sequences within one session. Our SRCs are of different spatiotemporal complexity (see Table 1 , where SI and TI refer to spatial and temporal information, respectively, according to ITU-T P.910).
Resolution Patterns
In order to simulate HAS sessions with fluctuating bandwidth, we chose different popular resolutions (1080p, 720p, 480p, 360p and 240p), then concatenated our SRCs in such a way that different resolution switch patterns would be visible (see Table 1 , with the switch occurring exactly at half of the sequence (22.5 s)). These patterns were selected on a per-content basis to be able to draw conclusions specific to each switch pattern, but also taking the SRC's spatiotemporal complexity features into account. Detailed analysis of the patterns can be found in Section 4.
Video Encoding and Test Sequence Generation
All SRCs were downscaled to the respective resolutions as given in the pattern (Table 1 ) with FFmpeg. They were then Table 2 ). For the CRF encoding, we used a fixed CRF value of 23. This is the default for libx264, meant to offer a good trade-off between file size and quality. The VBV maximum rate was set to allow the encoder to vary rate according to video complexity. The bitrate values were chosen according to the popular video streaming services. The rate control mode setup can be seen in Table 2 . After compression, the sequences at different resolutions were scaled up to 1080p and concatenated to form a 1080p video of 45 s length again, which was shown to the subjects. All sequences were shown randomly to each subject, and viewers could rate the sequence quality on a five-point Absolute Category Rating (ACR) scale, with labels from "Bad" to "Excellent".
Statistical Analysis
For detecting outliers in our dataset, we calculated the Pearson correlation between each subject's individual ratings and the averaged ratings of all subjects (Mean Opinion Score, MOS). The ratings of three subjects were removed from the data since their correlation was below 0.63, i.e., their ratings did not demonstrate high reliability.
The MOS scores lie between 2.08-4.35, with a median of 3.56. The scores with their 95% confidence intervals (max: 0.41) can be seen in Fig. 1 . The median MOS indicates that viewer QoE was generally not impacted heavily by the resolution patterns and bitrate values. We discuss this in detail Table 1 with ∆M OS SRC , which is the difference between the highest and lowest MOS for the given SRC. We further conducted an Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) on the MOS scores as dependent variables. Results reveal that the SRC (together with its TI and applied resolution pattern) and rate control mode both significantly impact (p < 0.0002) the MOS scores.
RESULTS
In our analysis, we want to focus on the impact of rate control mode and the effect of the resolution switch pattern. Fig. 2 shows a smoothed plot of frame sizes in bytes over each frame, thereby showing the bitrate fluctuation over time. The changing resolutions and half chunks can be easily seen from this bitrate view (refer to Table 1 for the corresponding patterns).
In Best Year, Henry, Popcorn, Street Musician and Warcraft, the bitrates change significantly between the two halves, whereas CS-GO and Oz do not exhibit an abrupt fluctuation.
Bandwidth Savings and MOS
How can we interpret these results when looking at bandwidth savings potential? Let us introduce ∆BR SRC , which is (like ∆M OS SRC ) the difference between highest and lowest bitrate for a given SRC. For Oz videos, ∆BR SRC = 575 Kbps and the ∆M OS SRC =0.26. Hence, a fixed ladder CBR3 could easily be used for saving bitrate without sacrificing quality. This SRC is animated content, which is often deemed as easy to encode.
However, unlike Oz, CS-GO (which is a high-tempo gaming screencast) shows high spatiotemporal complexity and ∆M OS SRC = 1.16, and ∆BR SRC = 1764 Kbps. Here, CRF or CBR1 yields significantly better MOS than the other fixed bitrate ladders. However, there is almost no difference between the MOS scores for CRF and CBR1, which is why CBR1 should be chosen for encoding, since any increase in bitrate will not significantly improve visual quality. 9For Best Year, which is a glacier adventure capture, CRF is using more bitrate than it is perceptually needed due to the high level of details in the video. However, CBR2 is supplying about the same perceptual quality as CRF without using the same bitrate.
Best Encoding Mode per SRC
Based on the results above, we can determine the best encoding mode per SRC. As shown before, choosing CRF is not always the best option, as it would require higher bandwidth without offering higher quality. Table 3 gives an overview of all SRCs with the respective ∆M OS SRC and ∆BR SRC , and the optimal encoding mode. The latter was chosen based on observable significant differences between the MOS results, that is, the encoding mode resulting in the lowest bitrate that does not significantly differ from the highest MOS for that SRC.
As mentioned before, ANOVA analysis on the results indicates a significant effect of resolution patterns. In [8] , we quantified the effect of certain resolution change patterns on MOS, which we call MOS Impact per Pattern (MIP). Based on those results, the impact of a resolution switch differs depending on the base resolution from which the switch happens. Since in this study we paired SRCs with particular patterns and did not use a full-factorial design, MOS results in this assessment may be biased by the individually selected resolution patterns. However, the scope of this work is not primarily about quantifying the effect of resolution changes.
DISCUSSION
As seen in our rate graphs, CRF encoding -which would normally be used in a per-title encoding architecture to estimate the rate needed for a given SRC -can lead to high bitrates at high resolutions when paired with high complexity SRCs. It does, however, not yield significantly better quality, as indicated by our subjective results. For the cases where the trade-off between MOS difference (∆ M OS ) and the bitrate difference (∆ BR ), a change of tactics might be needed with Given the favorable MOS results obtained for our CRF setup, a CRF higher than 23 should be evaluated for future assessment, which would yield bitrates that are easier to compare with our chosen CBR1-CBR3 ladders. In our case, CRF was meant to be a good reference in terms of quality, since our initial focus was on the impact of resolution changes and not the video compression impairments (as would be expected with a CRF of, say, 28).
Even though severe and abrupt changes in resolution (e.g., from 1080p to 240p) were used, the worst MOS was only 2.08 ("Poor" in ACR scale). This result was not foreseen before the assessment. In future tests, even lower bitrates should be investigated to find edge cases. Still, as observed in a postassessment survey, 88% of the subjects "strongly agreed" that the resolution patterns presented in the assessment were close to the experience they have had in real life.
CONCLUSION
In this work, we performed a subjective study in which we compared constant bitrate ladders against per-title CRF encoding in the context of video resolution changes in HAS sessions. We showed that the optimal encoding mode heavily depended on the source complexity, and that CRF exaggerated the required bitrates, without necessarily offering significant improvements in visual quality. Our future work will extend the encoding conditions and include different pairings with resolution change patterns for a deeper understanding of how the two factors relate.
